SEND Feedback Meeting
Present: Redacted, Redacted, Lesley Gilson, Lee Wilkinson
Monday 17 July 2017
ERVIP themes
Who can refer to the Inclusion Practitioners?
Information is on the Local Offer website. Referrals to this service is via an EP, most support is to
school staff to support them to work with the child/young person. Parents to speak to school
SENCO about this service and support for your child. SENCO is responsible for co-ordinating outside agencies/support.
CAF/EHaSH - confusion amongst families about the function of EHaSH?
ERVIP to review the information on the Local Offer and feedback. Invite Jonathan Connell to the
next meeting to focus on Early Help Assessment/EHasH and speak to Kevin Allen about inviting
someone from Youth and Family Support Service. ERVIP feedback that parents what is remit of
the service, what is the support for, purpose of contacting them, outcomes etc
Annual Reviews - ERVIP to ask parent carers for examples of where this is working well.
Children's Disability Team - families are contacting the children's disability team and told that they
don't meet the criteria, but they are still in need - what happens next? Lesley to speak to Redacted
Children's Social Care - how do parents access help from social care? Discuss with Jonathan Connell at next meeting.
Roles and Responsibilities of an EHC Plan Co-ordinator - Lesley to check that this is explained to
parents by EHC plan co-ordinators and is on the Local Offer.
Transport - Redacted to forward email to Lesley, so that Lesley can contact transport to ask who
the consultation was sent to. Lesley to also send this to Lee Wilkinson.
SEN telephones - continuing to be a theme via ERVIP and Local Offer. Lesley is aware of this and
is addressing this issue.
Draft EHC plan - ERVIP to raise these issues at the Quality monitoring group. Redacted and Redacted stick on this.
Staff changes - really important for staff to explain to parents their new role and job title and what
this means.
Local Offer Feedback
Lee Wilkinson has a report on the last years feedback. Lee to collate into themes and circulate.
Terms of reference
Lesley to circulate terms of reference to members.
Lesley to organise a meeting in September 2017.

